AUNUSTHAN
CURRENTLY TOURING
WWW.PAGRAVDANCE.COM

OVERVIEW
Aunusthan, an evening of classical work demonstrating the dynamic, multi-faceted nature of the form, was conceived
out of this intention and features an array of emerging dance artists who train with the PDC. ( Pagrav Dance Company ) .
Performed with live / recorded music as per request

IMAGES
PERFORMANCE SHOOTS

TEAM
CHOREOGRAPHER: Urja Desai Thakore
DANCERS: Ishira Shah, Astha Desai, Priyanka Chauhan, Shyam Dattani, Mira Salat, Meera Patel and Parbati Chaudhury
LIVE MUSIC: Gurdain Singh Rayatt, Debipriya Sircar, Praveen Pratap
RECORDED MUSIC: Kaushiki Chakraborty, Alap Desai, Ashit Desai, Atul Desai

A U N U S T H A N
AVAILABLE FOR TOURING
WWW.PAGRAVDANCE.COM

TEAM
The information below is is taken from the full technical rider. If you book the show a full technical rider will be sent with
the contract.If you do have any questions before deciding please do contact our tour booker, or the full tech rider is
available on request.
Generally, a full day get in on the show day for an evening performance is required. Get out can be achieved in 2 hours
following the performance. The stage is solely required by Pagrav Dance Company for this duration..

GENERAL INFORMATION

REQUIREMENTS

Running time: 60 minutes

A clear stage area of 10m (W) x 8 (D) excluding wings

Interval: No

Black dance floor to cover the main stage area

Warnings: None

Black masking for the main stage area

Latecomers: To be discussed on site

Black wool serge “full black” to be used as backdrop upstage 15

The touring company :

x stage weights for the set

5-7 Dancers

A deck for musicians if chosen to perform live

4 Musicians or recorded music

Lighting to our specification

1 Stage Manager

Parking for our vehicle

1 Sound Engineer
1 Lighting Technician

At least two dressing rooms with hot showers and clean towels
Access to good quality iron and ironing board

BOOKING INFORMATION
BOOKINGS

PAGRAV DANCE

Lia Prentaki

Urja Desai Thakore

producer@pagravdance.com

urja@pagravdance.com

07980 922405

07850 526827

TRAILERS AND FURTHER DETAILS
TRAILER: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQUDxDkCogw
PAGRAV WEBSITE: www.pagravdance.com
SOCIAL LINKS:

@pagravdanceco

P A G R A V

D A N C E

C O M P A N Y

WWW.PAGRAVDANCE.COM

ABOUT
Pagrav Dance Company was established in 2005 by Artistic Director, Urja Desai Thakore. Since that time the company
has toured many full-scale works nationally including Baharan, Hats, Anant-Endless, I, Within, and Detox.
Pagrav promotes Kathak, a type of South Asian dance that traces its origins to the nomadic bards of ancient northern
India. These storytellers would recite religious and mythological tales using mime and dance accompanied by
musicians. Kathak is the only classical dance form that has links with Hindu and Muslim culture.
Pagrav invigorates the form within a modern context, design and presentation. It encourages new thinking and
understanding of the discipline.

The Milton Keynes-based company also has a strong commitment to nurturing the next generation of performers by
providing a supportive platform for emerging dancers. Since 2016, Pagrav’s youth ensemble has been touring the UK
with Aunusthan, an evening of classical work.

The development of Kattam Katti will enable Pagrav to create the UK’s very first repertory company for Kathak.

ABOUT URJA DESAI THAKORE
Urja Desai Thakore is one of the UK’s leading kathak practitioners, who
studied under the guidance of Kumudini Lakhia at Kadamb, Ahmedabad
for over 20 years. Urja then read a BA in Kathak from Akhil Bharatiya
Gandharva Maha Vidyalaya. She has also completed a MA in South Asian
Dance with Choreography from the University of Roehampton.

A graceful and emotive dancer, Urja is renowned for her love of
abhinaya

(the

art

of

expression

in

Indian

aesthetics),

subtle

movements and technical strength. Furthermore, her sensitive,
thought-provoking choreographic style is highly regarded by both
traditionalists and modernists alike.

She co-choreographed Akademi’s Bells for the Trafalgar Square Festival, was artistic Director of the first dance festival
in Milton Keynes and was choreographer for the South Asian Dance category of the BBC Young Dancer competition.

